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NEW Straight Number System  
Play 10 Straight Numbers 

 
 
I have been pretty quiet lately - but I will make up for it with 
this report. I just came up with an amazing straight number 
system. I will not go into the details of how this system works 
right now – but I will give you a preview.  
 
I would like for you to study this post by Steve Player: 
http://alturl.com/k9jqf 
 
Here is the long URL (just in case): 
https://www.steveplayer.com/lottery-
blog/2016/11/04/general/lottery-learning-center-series-hitting-
straight-pick-3-numbers/ 
 
Study the chart on this post.  
 
A few things to keep in mind about this system: 
 
This 103 play system works BETTER if you use 5dimes because 
with 5dimes you will get paid almost TWICE what you normally 
get paid for a straight hit ($900 on a $1 hit, $225 on a 0.25 cent 
hit).  
 
 
 

http://alturl.com/k9jqf
https://www.steveplayer.com/lottery-blog/2016/11/04/general/lottery-learning-center-series-hitting-straight-pick-3-numbers/
https://www.steveplayer.com/lottery-blog/2016/11/04/general/lottery-learning-center-series-hitting-straight-pick-3-numbers/
https://www.steveplayer.com/lottery-blog/2016/11/04/general/lottery-learning-center-series-hitting-straight-pick-3-numbers/
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FREE REPORTS! 
Email me with SEND ALL 5 DIMES REPORTS on the subject line 
of your email to get my FREE 5dimes.com reports. These 
reports will explain to you how 5dimes works and the traps to 
avoid. These reports reveal exactly what you have to do to 
protect yourself when you play your numbers at 5dimes.com.  
 
 
This system will work faster in 2 draw per day states.  
 
The time frame he is using here is excellent.  
Giving yourself 100+ drawings (or about 50 days in 2 draw per 
day states) is a very good idea.  
 
This system works; you just need the RIGHT 10 straight 
numbers to play.  
 
I recently sent out 4 documents to paid members that explain 
exactly how to identify 10 hot straight numbers to play in your 
state. I will explain how you can get these 4 documents shortly.  
 
For now, study the post: 
http://alturl.com/k9jqf 
 
  

http://alturl.com/k9jqf
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UPDATE 
 

It is now Wednesday January 24, 2018 and yesterday I sent out 
a report explaining the absolute BEST system I have ever come 
up with in my 25+ years of studying the Pick 3 game.  
 
I sent out a report explaining the best STRAIGHT number 
system I have ever come up with. I call it the 10 Straight 
Number System. The report explains how to identify 10 hot 
straight numbers to play in your state and the time line that 
those numbers are to be played in. There were 3 additional 
reports sent:  
 
The 100 Groups-1000 Numbers: This is an Excel sheet. The 
workout to get the 10 straight numbers is done on this sheet 
(this is a Pen and Paper system; no program is required). 
 
The 100 Groups: This PDF has all 100 groups of 10 numbers 
that will be played. You will always be playing one of these 
groups when using this system.   
 
The Playing Cycle Chart: This PDF has a chart showing how 
much you will have invested and won if you hit during the 
playing cycle used in this system. Refer to this chart to know 
how much you have won on any given day. For example, if one 
of the 10 straight numbers hits on day 21 (and you are in a  
2-draw per day state), your net profit will be $120 (the 10 
numbers are initially to be played at 5dimes.com for 0.25 cent 
straight).  
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The payout is $225. Slowly, you will increase your bet as you 
gain more experience. At the $1 per number level, the payout 
will be $900 per straight hit.  
 
In the report I explain the process to be followed to slowly (but 
surely) progress from winning $225 per hit, then to $900, 
$1800 and eventually $2700 when you get a straight hit ($3 per 
number pays $900 X 3 = $2700 on a straight hit).  
 
This is a solid system that you can depend on for the LONG 
TERM. You can expect some quick $225 hits in the beginning; 
the bigger wins will come later.   
 
Here is the best part of all this:  
I did NOT charge anything for this report.  
 

It was a FREE report.  
 
However, there was one requirement: I only sent it out to 
current or former members of my programs. This means that 
only Basic, VIP, or Gold members got this report.  
 

I explain my membership levels here: 
https://pick3master333.com/60-special/ 
 

I explain the process here: 
https://pick3master333.com/2018/01/23/10-straight-number-system-
sent-4-documents/ 
 
 

https://pick3master333.com/60-special/
https://pick3master333.com/2018/01/23/10-straight-number-system-sent-4-documents/
https://pick3master333.com/2018/01/23/10-straight-number-system-sent-4-documents/
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SPECIAL LOW PRICE ($20): The easiest (and cheapest) way to 
become a member is to pay for my 3 Month Special (Basic 
programs only):  
https://pick3master333.com/2018/01/19/get-3-month-access-to-my-
programs-for-just-20/ 
 

If you would like to access my Gold programs, you can do so for 
$60. You can see all my programs on the left hand menu here: 
http://pick3programs.com/info.php 
 

I am running a Special now: Get 2 months of Gold membership 
for $60. If interested, email me with this on the subject line of 
your email: $60-GOLD-2 MONTHS-PREVIEW-10  
 
 

AFTER you have access to my programs, make sure you request 
my FREE Reports. Just email me with SEND ALL FREE REPORTS 
on the subject line of your email.  
 

  

https://pick3master333.com/2018/01/19/get-3-month-access-to-my-programs-for-just-20/
https://pick3master333.com/2018/01/19/get-3-month-access-to-my-programs-for-just-20/
http://pick3programs.com/info.php
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Get The System! (4 Documents) 
 
After you pay for either of these Specials ($60 for Gold or $20 
for Basic), email me with the line below on the subject line of 
your email and I will email you the 4 documents that explain 
my 10 Straight Number System right away: 
 

CURRENT MEMBER-SEND 10 STRAIGHT NUMBER SYSTEM 
 
 

NEW! 
I explain the exact pen and paper workout to get the 10 straight 
numbers in the previous edition of this system: The 20 Straight 
Numbers System. The workout is the same; I just changed the 
Excel sheet used in the workout so that now you end up with a 
smaller group of 10 straight numbers. Therefore, after you get 
the 4 documents explaining my 10 Straight Number System, 
email me with this on the subject line of your email to get a 
complete explanation of how to do the workout: 
SEND 20 STRAIGHT NUMBER SYSTEM 
 
 
The Pick 3 Coach 
January 26, 2018 
 
 
 


